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Sex with the Queen: 900 Years of Vile Kings, Virile Lovers, and Passionate PoliticsWilliam Morrow, 2006

 In this follow-up to her bestselling Sex with Kings, Eleanor Herman reveals the truth about what goes on behind the closed door of a queen's boudoir. Impeccably researched, filled with page-turning romance, passion, and scandal, Sex with the Queen explores the scintillating sexual lives of some of our most...



		

1001 Ways to Be Romantic: Author's Annotated EditionSourcebooks, Inc., 1999

	Illustrated with syndicated cartoons Relationships/Self-Help The classic book on creating romantic relationships includes the author's personal notes, funny comments and stories and insightful observations that are literally handwritten in the book's margins. The authors annotated text includes: --Suggestions for how to expand on...


		

Twilight and Philosophy: Vampires, Vegetarians, and the Pursuit of Immortality (The Blackwell Philosophy and Pop Culture Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
The first look at the philosophy behind Stephenie Meyer's bestselling Twilight series
    Bella and Edward, and their family and friends, have faced countless dangers and philosophical dilemmas in Stephenie Meyer's Twilight novels. This book is the first to explore them, drawing on the wisdom of philosophical heavyweights to...






		

Frommer's Maui 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
America's #1 bestselling travel series

Written by more than 175 outspoken travelers around the globe, Frommer’s Complete Guides help travelers experience places the way locals do.

• More annually updated guides than any other series

• 16-page color section and foldout map in all annual guides
...

		

Encyclopedia of Pulp Fiction Writers (Literary Movements)Facts on File, 2002

	From the early days of dime novels to contemporary mass-market paperbacks, pulp fiction is a vital part of popular culture. This volume offers a survey of the scores of well-known and unsung heroes of popular literature. It seeks to cover the entire spectrum of pop literature's greatest entertainers and artists; the multimillion-copy...


		

The Best Travel Writing 2010: True Stories from Around the WorldTravelers Tales, 2010

	My favorite mountaineering book is The Mountains of My Life, by legendary Italian climber Walter Bonatti. While I love being in the mountains—it’s a rare day I don’t daydream about the Alps or the Himalayas—I am not a climber. It isn’t so much Bonatti’s exploits that inspire me as his attitude towards...






		

Born Of The Night (The League)Pinnacle, 1996
Kidnapped by merciless marauders who threaten her father's   planetary kingdom, princess Kiara is rescued by a masked stranger known   as Nemesis, a renegade assassin and warrior-soldier who has sworn to   protect the innocent. Original.

Best-selling author Sherrilyn Kenyon (The Dark-Hunter novels) restores  three out-of-print titles in...


		

Coders: Who They Are, What They Think and How They Are Changing Our WorldPrentice Hall, 2019

	
		Facebook’s algorithms shaping the news. Uber’s cars flocking the streets. Revolution on Twitter and romance on Tinder. We live in a world constructed of computer code. Coders – software programmers – are the people who built it for us. And yet their worlds and minds are little known to outsiders.
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Frommer's Cape Cod, Nantucket & Martha's Vineyard 2005 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2005
You’ll never fall into the tourist traps when you travel with Frommer’s. It’s like having a friend show you around, taking you to the places locals like best. Our expert authors have already gone everywhere you might go – they’ve done the legwork for you, and they’re not afraid to provide you with honest and...





		

Reading Breath in Literature (Palgrave Studies in Literature, Science and Medicine)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This open access book presents five different approaches to reading breath in literature, in response to texts from a range of historical, geographical and cultural environments. Breath, for all its ubiquity in literary texts, has received little attention as a transhistorical literary device. Drawing together scholars of Medieval...



		

Fairy Tales: A New History (Excelsior Editions)University of New York, 2009
Overturns traditional views of the origins of fairy tales and documents their actual origins and transmission.

   Where did Cinderella come from? Puss in Boots? Rapunzel? The origins of fairy tales are looked at in a new way in these highly engaging pages. Conventional wisdom holds that fairy tales originated in the oral...

		

New Moon (The Twilight Saga, Book 2)Little, Brown and Company, 2006
"Shoot," I muttered when the paper sliced my finger; I pulled   it out to examine the damage. A single drop of blood oozed from the tiny   cut.  It all happened very quickly then.  Edward threw himself at me, flinging me back across the table...  I tumbled down to the floor by the piano, with my arms thrown out   instinctively to catch...
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